
Meditation 1:  “Choosing Our Perspective” 

Scripture Lesson 1:  II Corinthians 5:6-10, 14-17 
6So we are always confident; even though we know that while we are at home in the body we are away from the 

Lord— 7for we walk by faith, not by sight. 8Yes, we do have confidence, and we would rather be away from the body 

and at home with the Lord. 9So whether we are at home or away, we make it our aim to please him. 10For all of us 

must appear before the judgment seat of Christ, so that each may receive recompense for what has been done in 

the body, whether good or evil.   

14For the love of Christ urges us on, because we are convinced that one has died for all; therefore all have 

died. 15And he died for all, so that those who live might live no longer for themselves, but for him who died and was 

raised for them. 
16From now on, therefore, we regard no one from a human point of view; even though we once knew Christ from a 

human point of view, we know him no longer in that way. 17So if anyone is in Christ, there is a new creation: 

everything old has passed away; see, everything has become new! 

 

How many of you out there………..have an annoying neighbor? 

I know I may be breaking some sort of pastoral-ethics rules this morning, 

but I’ve had enough, for this morning I would like to publicly complain – about one 

of my neighbors.  Now let it first be said that most of my neighbors are kindly, 

respectful folk, but not this one; this neighbor of mine has no respect for my 

property, constantly walking in my yard and messing with my stuff; I’ve even 

caught one of his family members cutting some of the flowers we have in our yard.  

But yesterday, he really crossed a line; he blocked our front door.  He literally 

blocked our access to our home, sitting himself down on our front doorstep, and 

staying there for quite some time.  Terri and I found him there, actually asleep, 

when we came home on that day, but I hate admit it – this neighbor scares us; he’s 

the kind of individual who is unpredictable, and could react in a bad way if 

confronted.  So, Terri and I did what we thought was safest, and went into our 

home through the garage.  But we were incensed; can you believe that a neighbor 

would be so bold, so rude, so disrespectful?  I’m not sure whether to call the 

police, or our neighborhood advisory group, or the better business bureau, or 

whoever, but it’s absolutely unacceptable, this behavior.  Well, at least we caught 

him in the act, and have evidence of this latest breech of law; Terri took a 

picture, which we’ll try to show to you now……….(show picture). 

Kind of changes things, doesn’t it?   

Yes, our nosy, bothersome, disrespectful neighbor was a newly born fawn, 

probably under a week old.  Toss out all the angst and irritation and frustration I 

mentioned before; that was all made up.  It is an amazing thing to behold, a fragile 

life in its innocence and beauty – right on our front doorstep.  It washes away any 

thought of our inconvenience, when we can behold the miracle of a new living 

being.  A new creation, right on our front doorstep. 



Perhaps that is precisely what Paul is trying to get across – the wonder of 

life when not defined solely by human parameters; the wonder of new life, of new 

creation, made possible by Christ. 

Paul describes the intrusion of the divine into human experience, the 

interference known as Christ, the son of God, coming to the world and upsetting 

the status quo.  New life, new hope, new beginnings became possible to envision 

because of what Jesus did and said – and how he revealed things we couldn’t see 

before.  Couldn’t or wouldn’t see before, in that our vision was locked into a very 

limited function of seeing the surface of things rather than the depth of things, 

interpreting what is seen in ways more convenient to what one wants to believe 

than what might really be going on.  Hasn’t it always been a very human tendency 

to be quick to judge, yet slow to understand?  Jesus reversed that priority for 

the good reason that understanding must precede not only judgement, but justice.  

And to understand the sacred worth of God’s creation in us precludes any 

judgement of a soul’s value by us. 

This is a really, really tough message.  I mean, how do we know who we are, 

what’s important, how to function in society, how to make things work, unless we 

use a human point of view?  We need touchstones, we need markers, we need 

values and principles identified by their outward, visible manifestations in the 

behavior and actions of others, as they need such from ourselves. 

Yes, we do need these things – BUT ONLY AFTER WE RECOGNIZE THE 

SACRED VALUE OF THOSE IN THE WORLD, that God loves them, that Jesus 

died for them, that the spirit desires communion with them, just as all these 

divine impulses apply towards us.  We cannot keep a proper perspective on people 

without the lens of sacredness shaping all that we see; it is when life is not 

recognized as the precious creation of God’s hand that things go awry. 

I heard something on the radio yesterday which stunned me into 

appreciation of what this perspective is like.  It was an interview between NPR 

host Scott Simon who spoke with Pulitzer Prize winning poet Yusef Komunyakaa 

about his new collection of poems.  His poetry is amazing and poignant, and it was a 

very interesting interview, but one statement Mr. Komunyakaa said really caught 

my attention; it was his definition of poets as “caretakers of observation.”  

Caretakers of observation – I think this is not only an excellent description of the 

art of poetry, but the discipline of faith; we are called to be “caretakers of 

observation” of the world around us, being careful to see the world for the depth 

of its reality as God made it.  Being careful how we see things, how we interpret 



the world, how we understand what’s true and real and of value – not limited to 

human observation, but expanding our perspective by divine decree.  To regard no 

one from a human point of view, but to regard them from God’s point of view made 

accessible by Jesus – this is how we make our way in God’s world, and help others 

to do the same. 

 

Meditation 2:  “Spiritual Germination” 

Scripture Lesson 2:  Mark 4:26-34 
26He also said, “The kingdom of God is as if someone would scatter seed on the ground, 27and would sleep and rise 

night and day, and the seed would sprout and grow, he does not know how. 28The earth produces of itself, first the 

stalk, then the head, then the full grain in the head. 29But when the grain is ripe, at once he goes in with his sickle, 

because the harvest has come.” 
30He also said, “With what can we compare the kingdom of God, or what parable will we use for it? 31It is like a 

mustard seed, which, when sown upon the ground, is the smallest of all the seeds on earth; 32yet when it is sown it 

grows up and becomes the greatest of all shrubs, and puts forth large branches, so that the birds of the air can 

make nests in its shade.” 
33With many such parables he spoke the word to them, as they were able to hear it; 34he did not speak to them 

except in parables, but he explained everything in private to his disciples.  

 

Now, this is my kind of scripture!  One that speaks to me personally and 

powerfully, for you may have heard me mention in sermons or meditations past, my 

wife and I are avid gardeners.  We’ve always had some sort of garden in our thirty 

years of marriage; we’ve grown everything from kohlrabi to cauliflower, from 

cilantro to serrano peppers; we’re pretty good at it, if I say so myself – my wife 

has the green thumb, while I have the engineer’s bug for building the garden 

areas.  We have a sort of green house that I built out of recycled beams and 

window panes; we have seven raised beds around our back yard; my wife has 

figured out what are truly deer-resistant foliage, and we have a lovely front yard 

flower garden full of lavender, Russian sage, yarrow, iris, and silver ball – these 

are plants that do not register well to the palates of our deer neighbors.  Now, it’s 

not that we are the best gardeners in the world, or are somehow gifted more than 

anyone else who enjoys working the soil; it’s simply that it is somehow profoundly 

filling and spiritually satisfying to be working with life and its miraculous 

operation; to be part of helping life to grow, to take part in something that speaks 

of God’s creative impulse.  We never get tired of the wonders that happen when 

you work soil and plant seeds and water ground– and then wait to see what 

happens. 

But this year, this season, my wife and I were blest with a small wonder – 

seeds spouted that we had not planted, nor had we any idea how they came to be 

sown in our raised bed.  This year, we have three strawberry plants growing in one 



of our raised beds – but we didn’t plant them.  They must have grown from seed, 

but how they got there is a mystery.  We’ve never planted strawberry plants while 

we’ve lived in Missoula; we’ve never discarded strawberry pieces in our compost 

pile, which is over twenty feet away; we’ve never eaten strawberries near this 

raised bed, at least to my knowledge.  Did those seeds blow there somehow?  Did a 

bird somehow drop part of a strawberry right in that raised bed?  Did my 

neighbor sneak into our backyard late one night and surreptitiously plant a few 

strawberry seeds?   

Something grew that we did not expect – and we’re delighted. 

We’re delighted that the creative forces of nature demonstrated their 

ability to surprise us with new and unexpected life.  We’re delighted that there is 

hope for one of our raised beds to become the future home of a new strawberry 

bed, which we’ve talked about doing for years now.  We’re delighted to be 

reminded that sometimes life is like this, and it is a wonder to appreciate, that 

unexpected seeds of opportunity and hope and serendipity reflect a God who is 

behind a positive bent in creation.  We’re delighted that creation produces such 

beautiful and spontaneous life, and invites us to participate in its ongoing efforts.  

We’re delighted that it happened to us, and that it happens to us all, and that it 

happens to us all of the time; we would see this if we are attentive to the ways of 

God’s creation – and recognize in that creation a loudspeaker for God’s nature, 

invested in new life, in miraculous beginnings, in a goodness which reflects God’s 

love for the world and God’s love for us.   

How appropriate it is that Jesus says, ““The kingdom of God is as if someone 

would scatter seed on the ground, 27and would sleep and rise night and day, and 

the seed would sprout and grow, he does not know how.”  The kingdom of God is as 

if someone – an unknown entity?  A stranger?  The winds of nature?  Creation 

itself? – someone scattered seed on the ground – sounds like a random process, a 

spreading of possibility in generous fashion – and would grow as it was meant to 

grow, mysterious to the one who scattered seed, but meant for the benefit of the 

one who scattered seed.  Creation working its blessing for our sake – it almost 

sounds like God shaped the processes of creation with us in mind? 

God likes working with seeds of possibility; in fact, the kingdom of God 

depends upon the scattering of possibilities in the world; our hope lies in the 

promises inside those seeds of possibility God is always throwing our way – and 

accepting God’s invitation to scatter some seeds of our own.  

 



 


